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Abstract— Image acquisition and processing for
closed-loop control purposes is known as visual servoing.
There are fundamental scientific problems here, the
most important perhaps is conceptual, since the image
is a static variable in the formulation of the problem.
The technological challenges is the time delay induced
by the CCD camera itself. In this paper, the exper-
imental validation of a decentralized non-linear PID-
like structure of a visual feedback controller under an
uncalibrated fixed-camera configuration [7] is addressed
in this paper. By using the projection algorithm as an
adaptive prediction technique, our scheme evades the
time delay problem associated CCD cameras. Addition-
ally, finite-time tracking is ensured provided that a time-
base generator models a time-varying feedback gain.
Since no regressor is computed and robot dynamics
is only considered in the stability analysis, the system
is very inexpensive in comparison to the few dynamic
visual servoing controllers available in the literature.
The high performance of the proposed controller has
been tested successfully in real time on a direct drive
robot that tracks a desired image-based trajectories,
using a IEEE1394 standard camera.

I. I NTRODUCTION

To improve the visual servoing performance a com-
pensation of robot dynamics has been considered in
the control design. Furthermore, the most significant
issues in visual tracking is due to the innate character-
istics of the vision sensor which include relatively low
refreshing rate, thus provoking latency. The control
performance also depends on the quality of the camera
calibration [9], which is usually a difficult process
prone to error. Thus, these problems have been studied
with an uncalibrated camera with unknown robot
parameters [2], [3], [4], [8], though, these schemes
require knowledge of the manipulator dynamics. On

the other hand, adaptive control techniques guarantee
asymptotic stability with a considerable on-line com-
putational load of regressor and adaptive parameters.
In contrast, [7] presents a regressor free controller
which guarantees exponential tracking in image space
with fixed camera configuration for 2D image-based
tracking.

A. Contribution

The real time performance of the novel dynamical
visual servoing scheme [7] is presented and discussed.
The salient feature is the simplicity of the decentral-
ized controller, which exhibits a PID-like structure
based on image tracking errors. To deal with the
latency of the CCD camera, we use a projection algo-
rithm as an adaptive predictor which evades problems
of time delay associated to image acquisition and
processing. Furthermore, the controller guaranties a
finite-time convergence by selecting an explicit time-
varying feedback gain, this regime is faster than
exponential regime. A rough estimation of the robot
Jacobian matrix and camera parameters is required
instead of accurate one. Experiments show that even
under99% of uncertainty of these parameters, expo-
nential tracking is obtained.

II. ROBOT MODEL

The dynamics of a serialn−link rigid, non-
redundant, fully actuated robot manipulator can be
written as follows

H(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) = τ (1)

where q ∈ Rn is the vector of generalized joint
displacements, witḣq ∈ Rn its velocity, τ ∈ Rn×1

stands for the vector applied joint torques,H(q) ∈
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Rn×n is the symmetric positive definite manipulator
inertia matrix,C(q, q̇)q̇ ∈ Rn stands for the vector of
centripetal and Coriolis torques, and finallyG(q) ∈
Rn is the vector of gravitational torques.

III. C AMERA MODEL

For planar robots, and using thin lens without aber-
ration, [6] presented the widely accepted fixed (static)
camera configuration, whose basic mathematical de-
scription of this system consists of a composition of
four transformations defined as follows

• Joint to Cartesian transformation
• Cartesian to Camera transformation
• Camera to CCD transformation
• CCD to Image transformation

Then the following inverse differential kinematics
that relates generalized joint velocitiesq̇ and image
velocitiesẋ appears

q̇ = J−1R−1α−1ẋ ≡ J−1R−1
α ẋ (2)

where α is the scaling factor,J (q) is the analytic
Jacobian matrix of the manipulator,R−1

α = (αR)−1,
x ∈ R2 stands for the end-effector transformation
from robot base to camera base. In the screen co-
ordinate frame, the robot position is captured with the
following position, given in pixels,

x = α0

λf

λf − z

[

−1 0
0 1

]

R0f(q) + β

= αRf(q) + β (3)

whereα0 is the scaling parameter1, R0 ∈ R2×2 stands
for the2×2 upper square matrix ofRθ ∈ SO(3), that
is

R0 =

[

− cos(θ) sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

]

(4)

α = α0

λf

λf − z
< 0 (5)

R =

[

cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

]

(6)

β = α0

λf

λf − z

[

vOb1
vOb2

]

+

[

uc

vc

]

(7)

whereλf is the focal lenght along the optical axis,z
stands for the depth of field,uc, vc stands for the carte-
sian position in image coordinates, andvOb1,−

vOb2

stands for the offset between optical axis and~Z of the
robot base

1Without loss of generality,α0 can be considered as a2 × 2
scaling matrix.

IV. D ECENTRALIZED DYNAMIC V ISUAL

SERVOING

Consider the following definitions [7]

˙̄qr = J̄−1R̄−1
α ẋr (8)

where J̄−1 and R̄−1
α stand for an estimate of the

inverse of the analytical JacobianJ−1 and the inverse
of the modulated rotational matrixR−1

α , respectively.
Thus, an uncalibrated joint error manifold̄sq vector
is

s̄q = q̇ − ˙̄qr (9)

The nominal referencėxr of (8) is given by

ẋr = ẋd − λ(t)∆x + sd − Kiυ (10)

υ̇ = sgn (sδ) (11)

where xd and ẋd denote the desired position and
velocity of the end-effector with respect to the image
frame, respectively, that is the image of the robot in
the pixels, and

sδ = s − sd (12)

s = ∆ẋ + λ(t)∆x (13)

sd = s(t0) exp−κt (14)

with the integral feedback gainKi = KT
i ∈ Rn×n

+

whose precise lower bound is to be defined yet;λ(t)
is a time varying feedback gain;κ > 0; the sgn (y)
is the entrywise discontinuoussignum(y) function of
y ∈ Rn; ∆x = x−xd is the image-based end-effector
position tracking error in pixels;sd ∈ C1 andsδ(t0) =
0 ∀ t.

Theorem 1: Consider a robot manipulator (1) sub-
ject to unknown robot dynamics and unknown camera
parameters in closed loop with the following sliding
PID visual servoing scheme

τ = −Kds̄q (15)

with λ(t) of (10) given by

λ(t) = λ0

ξ̇

(1 − ξ) + δ
(16)

where λ0 = 1 + ε, for small positive scalarε such
that λ0 is close to 1, and0 < δ � 1. The generator
ξ = ξ(t) ∈ C2 must be provided by the user so as
to ξ goes from0 → 1 in finite time tg. The ξ̇ =
ξ̇(t) is a bell shaped derivative ofξ such thatξ̇(t0) =
ξ̇(tg) ≡ 0. Then, the closed-loop system yields finite-
time convergence∆x(tg) = 0, ∆ẋ(tg) = 0, for an
arbitrary given finite timet = ts > 0 provided that
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Kd andKi are tuned large enough, for small enough
initial error conditions.

Proof. The stability analysis can be found in [7].
Remark 1: This control law guarantees a very fast

local tracking, for the dynamic model of nonlinear
robot dynamics. However, this has been derived for
the continuous domain, and since the CCD camera
introduces a latency impossible to neglect, then there
arises the important issue of two time scaling in
the closed loop system. That is, the servo control
loop should run very fast, say at 1 KHz, while the
camera delivers images at slower rate, say 33Hz.
Thus, how can we implement this control system? The
continuous domain controller is very powerful, in a
sense that delivers high performance tracking (simple
control structure, low computational cost and fast
tracking regime), thus we would like to preserve this
structure. Therefore, we need to introduce somehow a
predictor which delivers estimated images at faster
rate, ideally, also at 1 KHz. To this end, in this
paper, we present an adaptive predictor and show the
experimental validation.

V. PREDICTION OF THEEND-EFFECTORPOSITION

To cope with the problem of slow refreshing rate
and time delay, inherit to the CCD technology of video
cameras, an estimated image based end-effector posi-
tions x̂ were obtained using the followingProjection
algorithm [5]

x̂i(k) = âi(k)T Mi(k − 1) (17)

âi(k) = âi(k − 1) +
γMi(k − 2)εi(k)

1 + Mi(k − 2)T Mi(k − 2)
(18)

εi(k) = xi(k − 1) − âi(k − 1)T Mi(k − 2) (19)

whereX(k) represents the value of variableX in the
instant k, V̂ stands for the estimated of vectorV ,
âi = [âi1 ...âin

]T , with i = u, v for each dimension of
vectorx, andn stands for the among of previous states
to be considered for the prediction,γ = diag[γ1...γn]
is the algorithm gain, withγj > 0. It is supposed that
x satisfies the following autoregressive model

xi(k) = ai(k)T Mi(k − 1) + ei(k), (20)

where vectorai is unknown,ei(k) represents mod-
elling errors and is assumed to be Gaussian noise with
zero mean. And finally,Mi is a vector of positionsxi

as follows

Mi(k − 1) = [xi(k − 1)...xi(k − n)]T . (21)

This technique has been extensively validated in a
comparative simulation study with the Smith Predictor
and Extended Kalman Filter, giving the best results
this adaptive approach.

VI. REMARKS ON THE CONTROLLER

A. PID-like Structure

The controller (15) can be written as follows

τ = − Kds̄q

= −KdJ
−1R−1

α q̇

+ Kd(J̄
−1R̄−1

α {xd − λ∆x + s(t0) exp−κt

− Ki

∫ t

t0

sgn(sδ)}) (22)

Finally, (22) exhibits a PID-like structure plus vanish-
ing term Kds(t0) exp−κt and a nonlinear compensa-
tion input Kd{J̄

−1R̄−1
α − J−1R−1

α }ẋd as follows

τ = − Kp(t)∆x − Kv(t)∆ẋ − Kint

∫ t

t0

sgn(sδ)dt

Σ1(t) + Σ2(t) (23)

where
Σ1(t) = Kds(t0) exp−κt is an exponentially van-

ishing signal which is useful for inducing a slid-
ing mode for any initial condition, andΣ2(t) =
Kd{J̄

−1R̄−1
α − J−1R−1

α }ẋd compensates for uncal-
ibrated visual information. The state dependant feed-

Robot Base Mark

Robot Link 1 Mark

Robot End Effector Mark

Desired Image

Based Task

Fig. 1. Experimental system, seen by the GUI.
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back gains are

Kp(t) = KdJ
−1R−1

α λ(t)

Kv(t) = KdJ
−1R−1

α

Kint = KdKi

Notice that these feedback gains depend onq through
the real Jacobian and real calibration parameters.

B. Simple Structure

It is evident the simple structure of this controller,
only an estimate of the composition of the manipulator
Jacobian matrix, the rotation matrix and the scaling
and depth parameters is required.

VII. S IMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Simulations

A two-rigid link, planar robot is considered, with
a CCD camera (see parameters in Tables I and II).
All inertial parameters of the robot arm and all pa-
rameters of the camera, including depth of field of
view, are unknown. The endpoint of the manipulator
is requested to draw a circle in image space defined
with respect to the vision framexd = (xd1, xd2)

T =
(0.1 cos ωt + 0.25, 0.1 sinωt + 0.15), where ω =
0.5 rad/sec. Simulations are carried in Matlab 6.0,
with RungeKutta45 as the numerical solver, at 1 ms.
Results presented in Figure (6) shows exponential
tracking capabilities of the control with a remarkable
smooth control effort, see Fig. 6

Robot parameter Value

Length link l1, l2 0.4, 0.3 m
Center of gravity 1,2lc1, lc2 0.1776, 0.1008 m

Mass linkm1, m2 9.1, 2.5714 kg
Inertia link I1, I2 0.284, 0.0212 kgm2

TABLE I

ROBOT PARAMETERS.

Vision parameters Value

Clock-wise rotation angleθ π
2

rad
Scale factorαv 77772 pixeles/m

Depth field of viewz 1.5 m

Camera offsetvOb [−0.2 −0.1]T m

Offset ΣI oI [0.0005 0.0003]T m
Focal lengthλf 0.008 m

TABLE II

CAMERA PARAMETERS.

Windows 2000

Control Robot

DAQ (PCI-6024E)

IO

Electronics
ServoPacks

Yaskawa

M1

M2
Motors

Encoders
Signal

Quadrature

Robot Manipulator

GUI

LabWindows

Pinnacle DV Card

IEEE1394 Firewire

Linux Debian

Vision System

GUI

GTK+

TCP/IP

Robot Control

System

Vision

System
Camera

Fig. 2. Flow signals of the complete visual System

B. Experimental System Setup

The system consists of two PC that deal with vision
system and robot control system, a 2 DOF direct drive
planar robot, designed and constructed at the institute,
and finally a CCD fixed camera, as showed in Figure
(1). In Figure (2) is showed the visual control schem
of the experimental system. In next few lines a brief
description of each part of the experimental system is
given.

C. Hardware

The implementation of the vision system was done
in a 1.533 Ghz AMD 1800+ processor, with 512
Mb DRAM, PC, which runs over Linux OS with a
Real Time Application Interface module (Linux RTAI)
to performs hard real time scheduling. A Pinnacle
Studio DV PC board manages transmission of visual
information on IEEE1394 ports. Visual information
acquisition is done with a SONY DFW-V500 digital
CCD camera with 30 fps full motion picture, which
adopts the IEEE1394-1995 standard, a high speed
serial bus (more than 400Mbit/s). The robot control
system was implemented in a 1.5 Ghz Pentium IV PC
with 256 Mb DRAM memory on Windows 2000 OS.
The 2 DOF planar robot is actuated by two 220V A.C.
direct drive motors with integrated optical encoders.
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Fig. 3. End-effector tracking an image-based task. This figure
shows the position error convergence, this convergence is expo-
nential, as we can see the maximum experimental image based
position error presented is< 1.5 pixels

The motors are Yaskawa SGM-08A314 and SGM-
04U3B4L with drivers Yaskawa Servopacks SGD-
08AS and SGDA-04AS respectively. The National
Instruments PCI-6024E data acquisition board was
installed to handle the I/O signals.

D. Software

The visual system affords a visual tracking system
and a GUI coded in a free Linux software that
provides useful user tools to design the image based
robot end-effector task, see Fig. 1. The visual tracking
system analyze and process image data information
to track special visual marks on robot end effector,
robot link 1 and robot base as showed in Figure 1.
The marks were chosen as circles of different radius2.
The visual tracking system is compose of two main
procedures.

In order to provide a friendly user interface in the
robot control system, a GUI was developed on Lab-
Windows/CVI 6.0 of National Instruments. Finally,
communication between vision and robot control sys-
tems is via TCP/IP protocol.

E. Experimental Results

The desire image based task is follow a circle track
with radiusr = 40 pixels, and centered in(cx, cy) =

2The selection of this marks is owing to its image properties,
that is, rotational invariance.

(360, 450) pixels referenced with the image space
axes. The circle is generated with an angular velocity
of ω = 0.628 rad/s. The position of the robot end
effector is showed at the GUI in the visual system.
The visual field of camera covers completely the robot
work space andR1 − R2 ‖ S1 − S2, whereR1 −R2,
S1 − S2, stands for robot work space and image
space, respectively. The capture period of camera is30
fps. The positions of the robot end-effector in image
coordinates were predicted as described in V. On the
other hand, both joint and image velocities of the
end-effector were obtained by Euler derivation from
the joint positions and the predicted image positions,
respectively, and then filtered with a second order
Butterworth filter. The experimental results of this
approach are showed in Figures (3), 4 and 5.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper was carried out the experimental
validation of the decentralized nonlinear PID-like con-
troller for visual tracking of planar robots reported in
[7]. The high performance of the controller is revealed
with the experimental results, that shows the main
features of the scheme: the finite-time convergency of
tracking errors defined by user, the controller robust-
ness on uncertainty of visual parameters and without
dynamical knowledge, and finally, a low computa-
tional cost in its implementation. The implementation
was conducted by a projection algorithm to predict
the image-based position, avoiding the time delay
associated with the image acquisition and processing.
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Fig. 4. Image-based velocity tracking errors.
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